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What is Superficial
Siderosis?
Variants
Your physician will review your MRI imaging
to determine which type of superficial
siderosis is present. There are three
variations, two of which present a unique
set of symptoms. One type may be
identified as staining only and will not affect
the patient.

Infratentorial superficial siderosis,
type 1 (classical) (iSS)
Superficial Siderosis develops from blood
entering into your spinal fluid from a
periodic or recurring bleed. As blood cells
break down, neuro-toxic free iron molecules
escape into the spinal fluid. Your body will
release proteins in self-protection. These
proteins trap these molecules by encasing
them. This protein and iron combination is
hemosiderin. Over time gravity pulls
hemosiderin onto the surface of the brain
and spine forming a neuro-protective layer.
As your hemosiderin breaks down, the iron
escapes back into your spinal fluid.
Hemosiderin may be seen coating the
surfaces
of
the
brain,
brain
stem,
cerebellum, cranial nerves, or spine. The
intensity of hemosiderin shown on your MRI
may not always be consistent with your
current symptoms. In the early stages or in
cases of a light build-up the progressive
nature of the disorder is slow-moving.
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Symptoms and Signs
95% will develop progressive hearing
loss in both ears.
88% will experience signs of gradual
wide-based gait, balance, and mobility
issues.
76% will experience spinal cord and
nerve dysfunction.

Additional signs may include:
mild cognitive impairment
executive thought dysfunction
mood disorder
visual recognition memory
neuropsychological disturbance
uncontrolled eye movements
poor coordination
difficulty swallowing
uncontrolled muscle movements
loss of smell
loss of taste
bladder or bowel dysfunction
sensory defects
small motor dysfunction
nerve pain
headache
autonomic nervous system dysfunction
inability to perform rapid, coordinated
movements
slurred speech
overactive reflexes
abnormal foot reflexes (Babinski signs)
It is important to remember that no patient
develops every symptom. The location and
volume of every individual's hemosiderin will
play an important role in their personal
progression.
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Treatment
If your physician feels you may have an active
bleed, testing will be needed to find the
location. Once found, there are several options
to prevent further hemosiderin build-up.
Unfortunately, 50% of active bleed sites are
never
located.
Attempts
to
remove
hemosiderin with medication have seen
moderate success, but not every person can
safely tolerate the process. Coordinated care of
the underlying symptoms remains a priority.

Prognosis
Until all hemosiderin is removed, neural
damage will continue either during chelation
therapy or the natural progression.

Cortical superficial siderosis, (cSS)
cSS may be present due to cerebral amyloid
angiopathy (CAA), an age-related cerebral
small vessel disorder, superficial bleeding
between the folds of the brain, or age-related
micro-bleeding. Hemosiderin will be found on
the cerebral hemisphere convexities and the
uppermost areas of the brain. cSS will not be
found on the cerebellum, brain stem, or spine.

Symptoms
transient focal neurological episodes
cognitive impairment
generalized seizures
thunderclap headaches
increased intracerebral hemorrhage risk
Patients with cSS will not experience hearing
loss, ataxia, or spinal cord problems. This
variant almost always affects older patients.
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